Abstract. The main result is that A [X], the polynomial ring in any number of indeterminates over a coherent ring A of global dimension two, is coherent.
assertion is valid. By restricting Spec(fi) as in [loc. cit.], we can find a surjection of fi-modules, /: P -> E, where P is of finite presentation and A -flat and fP is an isomorphism. Since Pc is of finite presentation we may assume, restricting Spec(fi) still further if necessary, that f®AC is an isomorphism. We deduce the assertion from the commutative diagram F->F I i F ®A C -^ E ®A C where the left vertical map is injective by the flatness of P.
3. Some consequences for stable (= polynomial) coherence. In all the cases we consider, A is a ring whose total ring of quotients, K, is von Neumann regular.
(a) A is von Neumann regular. Let / be a finitely generated ideal of B = A[xx, . . . , xj. Then P = B/I is a fi-module of finite presentation and E and B are A -flat. It follows from the principle of infinite finite presentation [4, (11.3.9.1) ] that / is finitely presented. This result has also been proved in [9] -(b) A is semihereditary. If fi = ^4[x,, . . . , xj and / is a finitely generated ideal of B, I is .4-flat. Taking C = K in Proposition (2.1) we get that / is finitely presented.
Thus far we have shown that coherent rings of weak global dimension (= Tor-dim for euphony) less than or equal to one are stably coherent. The next order of complexity will be considered in the next section.
4. Rings of global dimension two. Let A be a ring of global dimension two having total ring of quotients K. Then A is coherent if and only if K is von Neumann regular [13] . We will show that A[xx, . . . , xj is coherent by first reducing to the local case and then giving a proof in that situation.
(i) Reduction to the local case. Let B and / be as above. If P is a prime ideal of B where / is not .4-flat, then;? = A n P is such that A is not a valuation ring, and so p is a maximal ideal of A [12] and is, according to [10] , finitely generated. Thus V, the set of prime ideals in B where / is not A -flat, is closed in Spec(B) by (2.1) and the primes in V are finitely generated. As noted in [14] , V is then a Noetherian space and is then the union of finitely many irreducible components, V = V(PX) u • • • U ^(P")-Let pt = P, n A and let J = /?, • • • pn c A. Now J is finitely generated, say J = (/,, . . . ,fm) (actually J can be generated by three elements [10] ), and consider the change of rings determined by the standard map (ii) The local case. Before focusing our attention on the coherence of the polynomial ring over a local ring of global dimension two, we will prove a proposition concerning coherence in Cartesian squares. Then drawing upon the structure theory of local rings of global dimension two, we will apply this result to the question at hand. Adopting the format above, if S is coherent and T is noetherian, then A is coherent.
Proof. Consider the usual ring homomorphism R -> T X S and note that the image of H is (0, H), so H is an ideal common to A and T X S.
Let L = (a,, . . . , a") be an ideal in A and consider the exact sequence
where / takes the z'th unit vector to o, and A = ker(/). Tensoring ( * ) with S, we get that A <8> S is finitely generated as an A-module since L ® S is a finitely generated ideal of S and S is coherent and flat as an A-module. Tensoring ( * ) with T, we get that 0^A®T-*A"^L®7'^0 is also exact since Torf(A///, L) = 0 because H is a flat ideal and A is a submodule of a free /^-module.
Since T is noetherian, K ® T is a finitely generated T-module so A ® iT X S) is a finitely generated (77 X S'J-module. However, [15, (1.
2)] provides a descent of finite generation criteria applicable. Thus, A is finitely generated, so A is coherent. // A is a coherent ring of global dimension two, then the polynomial ring in any number of indeterminates over A is also coherent.
5. Similarities and difficulties in Tor-dim two. Here we consider some aspects of the theory of coherent local rings of Tor-dim two and contrast them to similiar facets of rings of global dimension two. It will serve the purpose of pointing out the difficulties in attempting to prove coherence in polynomial extensions in general. In order to have a proof similiar to that of §4, a lot more about the structure of rings of Tor-dim two than is currently known would have to be available. To see that wd^ A < 1, it is enough to show Tor? (7, A) = 0 for every finitely generated ideal I of A, say / = ((a,,bx) hence, Torf(7, A) = 0.
(5.3) Remarks, (i) If V is a valuation domain with countably generated ideals (i.e., gl dim V = 2 [7] ) with a nonprincipal maximal ideal M, then we see A has global dimensions less than or equal to three. But it cannot be two since A is not a domain, so gl dim A = 3.
(ii) Since (0, M) is a flat ideal of A, by examining ( * * ) we see that every finitely generated ideal of A has flat dimension less than or equal to one. Since A is not a valuation domain, Tor-dim A -2.
(iii) Since local coherent rings of finite Tor-dim are domains [1] , [16] , the ring A is not coherent. Incidentally, there exist domains of Tor-dim two that are not coherent.
(5.4) In trying to discover some structural features of a local coherent ring of Tor-dim two, iA, M), we might, as in [12] , examine the vector space M/M2 over A/M. Proof. Observe first as in [8] , [121 that A is a GCD-domain since every doubly generated ideal, (a, b), has a resolution of the form 0 -> A -* A2 -> (a, b) -> 0. If M is finitely generated then k =£ 0 or 1 since A is neither a field nor a valuation domain.
Suppose X,, x2, x3 are three elements of M, with at least one of them not in M2. If they are linearly independent modulo M, a minimal resolution of the ideal 7 they generate is of the form 0^>/l2->/,3-»7-»0. By Burch's theorem [6, p. 148], 7 would be generated by the 2 X 2 minors of the matrix for <b and would lie in M2. Note that each of the rings is free as a module over the preceding so 5 is coherent and Tor-dim S < 2. Let A be the localization of S at the origin, so Tor-dim A < 2 and A has maximal ideal M = M2. The elements x and y are however without a common divisor other than a unit. Thus ^4 is not a valuation domain so Tor-dim A = 2.
(5.8) Remark. A key fact used in §4 was that in a ring A of global dimension two, for a nonmaximal prime ideal, Ap is a valuation domain. This is no longer the case in rings of Tor-dim two as the first example above attests. This seems to be a main reason for the failure of attempts to show the coherence of A [x] for A coherent of Tor-dim two.
